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“”Sen, remember what I said. Although Zhao Xueyin is your biological sister, she is not the same as you. 

Previously in the hospital, she was acting. She did not treat you as her brother at all. She just treated you 

as a wall ladder. So, do not believe her.” ” 

 

“Previously, with him around, he could still suppress Zhao Xueyin. Once he left, Ye Sen would not be 

able to defeat Zhao Xueyin. ” 

 

“Ye Sen was so soft-hearted, and Zhao Xueyin was his sister. Zhao Zhenfei was worried that ye Sen 

would be deceived by Zhao Xueyin. ” 

 

“After being with Zhao Xueyin and her father for so many years, Zhao zhenfei knew Zhao Xueyin too 

well. ” 

 

“In Zhao Xueyin’s eyes, there was no kinship. ” 

 

“In order to achieve her goal, she could do anything! ” 

 

It was said that Ye Sen was her half-brother. 

 

“If necessary, Zhao Xueyin could even sacrifice him as her father. ” 

 

“”Alright, visiting time is up.”A policeman walked in from outside. ” 

 

“Zhao zhenfei held ye Sen’s hand and refused to let go. “Sen, remember what I said.” ” 

 



Ye Sen nodded. 

 

“Zhao Zhenfei looked at ye Sen and cried, “Sen, don’t you have anything to say to Dad?” ” 

 

“Ever since he entered this room, he had been the one speaking. ” 

 

Ye Sen did not say a single word. 

 

“The last time, Zhao Zhenfei wanted to hear ye Sen’s words. ” 

 

“Ye Sen looked at Zhao Zhenfei and said very seriously, “Be a good person in your next life.” ” 

 

“Hearing this, Zhao Zhenfei cried out bitterly. ” 

 

In his next life. 

 

He would definitely be a good person in his next life. 

 

Definitely! 

 

“Seeing Zhao zhenfei like this, Ye Sen felt a little uncomfortable. ” 

 

“However, he had brought this upon himself. ” 

 

“When he had done those things, he should have thought of today. ” 

 

He walked out of the police station. 

 



“Ye Sen first went to the nearby orphanage to show his love. Then, he bought a lot of dog food, chicken, 

duck meat, and went to the nearby stray cats and dogs rescue station. ” 

 

This shelter was very big. 

 

It was Ye Sen’s first time here. 

 

“It was different from what he had imagined. The place was very clean, and there was almost no strange 

smell. ” 

 

“Ye Sen brought a large amount of supplies here. The station manager welcomed him, “Mr. Ye, there is a 

lack of people like you in society now.” ” 

 

Ye Sen was very embarrassed by the praise. 

 

“Because he rarely had time to pay attention to these things, the reason he came to show his love was 

to atone for Zhao Zhenfei’s sins. ” 

 

“Ye Sen continued, “Can you take me to see the cats and dogs here?” ” 

 

“”Yes.”The station master nodded. “Mr. Ye, please follow me over here.” ” 

 

Ye Sen followed the station master’s footsteps. 

 

“Soon, the two of them arrived at the large courtyard behind them. ” 

 

“The courtyard was very large, covering an area of two to three acres. ” 

 

All the dogs and cats were kept in captivity here. 

 



“At this moment, Ye Sen suddenly saw a familiar figure. ” 

 

The girl had a slim figure and was wearing a black windbreaker. She was feeding a group of dogs. 

 

“The station manager introduced, “What a coincidence, Mr. Ye. That little girl’s surname is ye too. She 

has sponsored our rescue station for more than a year. She comes here almost every half a month.” ” 

 

“Not only did she come here in person every half a month, but she also transferred 20,000 yuan to the 

account of the rescue station every month. No matter the weather, she was very punctual. ” 

 

Ye Sen’s eyes curved. “She’s my big niece.” 

 

“When he said the last three words, his eyes were full of pride. ” 

 

“He felt that he must have saved the Milky Way in his previous life, so he had such a good big niece and 

an excellent big nephew. ” 

 

“”Really?”The station manager said in surprise, “Are the two of you really relatives?” ” 

 

It was rare for a family to be so caring. 

 

Ye Sen nodded. “Really.” 

 

“After saying that, Ye Sen raised his voice and shouted, “Zao Zao!” ” 

 

Ye Zao looked back slightly and saw ye Sen. He was also somewhat incredulous and jogged over. “Uncle! 

Why are you here?” 

 

Ye Sen did not hide anything. “I’m here to atone for Zhao Zhenfei’s sins.” 

 



Ye Zao nodded slightly. “He has already confessed?” 

 

“Yes.” 

 

“Ye Sen continued, “I heard from the station chief that you often come here?” ” 

 

“Ye Zhuo patted the head of a Tibetan Mastiff. “Not really.”About once every half a month. Her original 

plan was to come once a week, but she was too busy, so she could only change it to once every half a 

month. ” 

 

Ye Zhuo liked small animals very much. 

 

It was a pity. 

 

“In the era when she came to live, animals like cats and dogs were extinct long before she was born 

because of the changes in their living environment. ” 

 

“Therefore, after she came to this world, she not only paid attention to orphanages and welfare homes, 

but also paid special attention to stray cats and dogs. ” 

 

“In this world, not only was everyone equal, life and life were even more so. ” 
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“Awoo –“the ferocious Tibetan Mastiff turned into a cute kitten in front of Ye Zao. 

 

“Although ye Zao came once every half a month, the small animals here already knew her. ” 



 

… 

 

“Three days later, Zhao Zhenfei was transferred to the Supreme People’s court. ” 

 

“In the first instance, Zhao Zhenfei was sentenced to death and his personal property was confiscated. ” 

 

Zhao Xueyin watched helplessly as the villa was affixed with a seal. 

 

“Fortunately, she still had a private bank card. ” 

 

The money in the card could allow her to rent a house. 

 

“However, she could only rent a very ordinary residential house. ” 

 

Zhao Xueyin was unwilling. 

 

She was truly unwilling. 

 

“She never thought that one day, her life would become like this. ” 

 

The lawyer. 

 

“Yes, and the lawyer. ” 

 

“At this moment, Zhao Xueyin suddenly thought of the lawyer. ” 

 

Although the lawyer had said many ruthless words to her. 

 



But the lawyer loved her so much. 

 

“Now that she had become like this, the lawyer definitely would not ignore it. ” 

 

She had to think of a way to get the lawyer to save her. 

 

Although her face had been destroyed. 

 

“But she believed that the lawyer loved her, not her face. ” 

 

The lawyer had never been a person who looked at faces. 

 

As long as she went back. 

 

The lawyer would definitely treat her like a treasure in his hands. 

 

Zhao Xueyin came to the Jin Financial Group. 

 

“At present, the lawyer had officially become the head of the difficult financial group. ” 

 

It was also a coincidence. 

 

Zhao Xueyin had just arrived at the entrance of the Jin Financial Group when she saw the lawyer walking 

out from inside. 

 

“He was wearing a handmade suit that had been ironed neatly. His hair was meticulously combed to the 

back of his head. He looked handsome and cool, as if his entire person was glowing. ” 

 

This was the lawyer. 



 

The lawyer who had once loved her to the bone. 

 

“Big Brother Si.”Zhao Xueyin rushed over. 

 

“She thought that she could directly hug the lawyer, but she didn’t expect to be stopped by two security 

guards. ” 

 

The lawyer didn’t even look at Zhao Xueyin and directly walked into the car. 

 

He was ruthless to the extreme. 

 

“Let her go.” 

 

“At this moment, a pleasant voice appeared in the air. ” 

 

Zhao Xueyin looked up and saw a hateful face. 

 

“This was… the Ming family’s eldest miss, Ming Yao. ” 

 

“Ming Yao looked at Zhao Xueyin. “Miss Zhao, I haven’t seen you for a long time. You almost made me 

unable to recognize you. I gave you face. You and my fiancé are already in the past. It Won’t be nice if 

this pestering spreads, right?” ” 

 

Fiancé? 

 

How could it be! 

 

How could the lawyer betray her and get engaged to another woman? 

 



No! 

 

It was impossible. 

 

“”What did you say?”Zhao Xueyin roared, “What nonsense are you talking about! Why would lawyer Si 

get engaged to someone like you?” ” 

 

“Ming Yao continued, “It seems like you still don’t know. Three days ago, I held an engagement party 

with Jin Ruyu, who is lawyer Si. He is now my fiancé. “Miss Zhao, everyone knows their own limits. If I 

find out that you are pestering my fiancé again, don’t blame me for being rude.” ” 

 

“Ming Yao continued, “You looked down on my fiancé back then. Now, it’s your retribution. If I Were 

you, I wouldn’t have the face to beg him again!” ” 

 

“After saying that, Ming Yao turned around and walked into the car. ” 

 

Zhao Xueyin quickly chased after her. “Big Brother Si! Big Brother Si! I love you. I really love you. Can you 

not get engaged to this woman?” 

 

Regret. 

 

Zhao Xueyin’s intestines were turning green with regret. 

 

“If she had not made the wrong choice back then, she would be the one standing beside Si lui now. ” 

 

She would also be the one who was bright and beautiful. 

 

Ming Yao was nothing? 

 

She was just a clown. 



 

But now. 

 

The clown had become her. 

 

Ridiculous. 

 

It was simply ridiculous. 

 

Zhao Xueyin fell to the ground. 

 

She knew. 

 

“From now on, the lawyer could only be a passer-by in her life. ” 

 

“Ming Yao sat in the car and looked at the lawyer. “If you regret it now, it’s still not too late. From the 

looks of it, she is indeed quite miserable.” ” 

 

“If she was not in a desperate situation, Zhao Xueyin would definitely not appear in front of the lawyer 

in such a manner. ” 

 

“I am your fiancé now.”There was no emotion in the lawyer’s voice. 

 

“”In that case, you don’t regret it?”Ming Yao raised her eyebrows, then, she said, “I dare to guarantee 

that if you forgive Zhao Xueyin now, Zhao Xueyin will definitely not betray you in the future. “If you’re 

worried that it’s hard to explain to the parents of both sides, you don’t have to worry about that at all. 

Just leave it to me.” ” 

 

Ming Yao had never liked to force people to do things that they didn’t want to do. 

 



“Moreover, the relationship between her and Si lui was originally a transaction. ” 

 

“The lawyer lit a cigarette and said, “I told you, the only thing I have left for Zhao Xueyin is disgust.” ” 

 

“Moreover, it was the kind of disgust. ” 
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Ming Yao nodded and looked at the driver in front. “Let’s go.” 

 

“”Yes, miss. .”The driver drove away. ” 

 

“Seeing the black car disappear from her sight, the light in Zhao Xueyin’s eyes disappeared bit by bit. ” 

 

She knew. 

 

She was finished. 

 

The lawyer was the only person she could rely on in this world. 

 

Now. 

 

She had no one to rely on. 

 

“Zhao Xueyin walked on the street in a daze. She used the money to buy a phone card and sent a 

message to Si Lui’s cell phone. “Brother Si, I’m at the crossing bridge. If you don’t come to see me, I’ll 

jump down from here.” ” 



 

She planned to make a final gamble. 

 

She waited for a long time. 

 

The sun set in the west. 

 

The golden sun was coated with a layer of golden light on the thick snow. 

 

“Zhao Xueyin looked at the turbulent river beneath her feet, unable to put on any expression. ” 

 

Jump? 

 

She did not know. 

 

“If she jumped, her life would be gone. ” 

 

Not Jump? 

 

What was the use of her remaining in this world? 

 

Her family background was gone. 

 

Her face was disfigured. 

 

But at least she still had hope to live. 

 

“If she died, even her last hope would be gone. ” 

 



“Moreover, even if she died, she couldn’t just die. ” 

 

She had to take ye Zao with her to die. 

 

One Life for one life. 

 

“This way, she wouldn’t be lonely on the road to Hell. ” 

 

Right. 

 

She had to take ye Zao with her. 

 

“After all, it was that B * Tch ye Zao who had caused her to be like this. ” 

 

“Zhao Xueyin narrowed her eyes. At this moment, she suddenly saw a familiar car. ” 

 

That Was… 

 

The lawyer’s car. 

 

The lawyer was here. 

 

Zhao Xueyin’s eyes were full of light. 

 

She knew that the lawyer must still love her. 

 

She had to let the lawyer experience the pain of losing the person she loved the most. 

 

Only by losing once would she know how to cherish it. 



 

She also had to make the lawyer regret it. 

 

“After she jumped down, the lawyer would definitely jump down immediately to save her. ” 

 

“Si Lu was a good swimmer. Based on the time, she would definitely be fine. ” 

 

“With this thought in mind, Zhao Xueyin turned around and jumped down from the bridge. ” 

 

Bam! 

 

Water splashed everywhere. 

 

“”She really jumped!”Ming Yao, who was sitting beside Si Lu, said in surprise. ” 

 

Si Lu pulled over with a calm expression. “Did you call the police?” 

 

“I did.”Ming Yao nodded. 

 

“Then let’s wait for the police to come.” 

 

“”You’re so cold,”Ming Yao said. ” 

 

Si lui turned to look at Ming Yao. “Why? Do you still want me to cry for Zhao Xue?” 

 

“The moment she jumped into the water, Zhao Xue Yin only felt a vast expanse of whiteness in front of 

her eyes. Countless water rushed into her nose, throat, and finally her lungs. She couldn’t breathe, and 

the more she struggled, the more she sank. ” 

 



Why hasn’t Si lui come yet? 

 

Why isn’t he here yet? 

 

Why isn’t he jumping down to save her? ! 

 

“If the lawyer doesn’t come soon, she will die. ” 

 

“Zhao Xueyin continued to struggle, and in the end, the water droplets became smaller and smaller… … 

until they completely sank to the bottom of the water. ” 

 

“At this moment, the sound of police sirens rang out by the bridge. ” 

 

“A few good-natured police officers took a speedboat down the river, but what they brought up was a 

yellow body bag. ” 

 

“When Zhao Zhenfei, who was in prison, heard the news, not only was he not angry, he was relieved 

instead. ” 

 

He was dead. 

 

It was good that he was dead. 

 

“If he was dead, he would not have to worry about someone scheming against ye sen. “My son, father 

can finally rest in peace this time!” ” 

 

… 

 

On the other side. 

 



At the CEN residence. 

 

“Zhou Xiang’s stepmother, Xie wanqiu, and niece, Zheng Wanyin, had been staying at the CEN residence. 

” 

 

“”Xiang Xiang.”After dinner, Xie Wanqiu went to Zhou Xiang’s room. ” 

 

“”Why are you here?”Zhou Xiang was applying a facial mask. When she saw Xie wanqiu, she quickly 

stood up from the Imperial Consort’s chair. ” 

 

“Looking at the black facial mask on Zhou Xiang’s face, Xie wanqiu frowned slightly. ” 

 

He was not a woman! 

 

This man had been dead for so many years. She did not know who Zhou Xiang was showing off to every 

day. 

 

“He was already so old, yet he was still putting on a mask. ” 

 

He was not afraid of being laughed at by others. 

 

No one knew why the Cen family had chosen Zhou Xiang in the first place. 

 

“Zheng Wanyin’s mother, her biological eldest daughter, was a hundred times prettier than Zhou Xiang! 

” 

 

“Why? Can’t I come if there’s nothing else?”Xie wanqiu asked in return. 

 

“”No, you’ve misunderstood.”Zhou Xiang took off the mask on his face. “Please sit down.” ” 

 



“Xie wanqiu took the opportunity to sit down and continued, “I came over to discuss yinyin’s matter 

with you.” ” 

 

“Wanyin? What’s wrong with Wanyin?”Zhou Xiang asked. 

 

Xie wanqiu looked at Zhou Xiang and took the initiative to strike first. “How did you become her second 

aunt? !” 

 

“Zhou Xiang’s heart skipped a beat. “You know that I don’t know how to read people’s minds. If you 

have something to say, just say it.” ” 

 

“”Wan Yin is already 25 this year. As her second aunt, didn’t you think of introducing her to someone 

else? Are you going to watch her become an old lady?”  
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“Zhou xiang smiled and said, “Isn’t big sister here?”Zhou Xiang did not want to take up this hot potato. ” 

 

Her stepmother was too ambitious. 

 

She regarded Zheng Wanyin as more of a fairy than a fairy. 

 

“She was afraid that no matter which family she was introduced to, she would not be satisfied. ” 

 

“Why?”Xie wanqiu slammed the table. “Just because yinyin is not your biological niece?” 

 

“”Mom, that’s not what I meant.” ” 

 



“”Then what do you mean?”Xie wanqiu said, “You’re her second aunt, so you have to be responsible for 

yinyin!” ” 

 

“Zhou Xiang rolled his eyes. “Nowadays, young people are all interested in free love. Besides, yinyin is so 

beautiful and eloquent. What kind of family can you not find? There’s no need for me to be 

superfluous.” ” 

 

Xie wanqiu was rather satisfied with these words. 

 

“Of course, her yinyin was outstanding. She was many times more outstanding than the Zhou family! ” 

 

“Unlike this Zhou Xiang, she was simply extremely stupid. ” 

 

“She had already said so much, yet Zhou Xiang still did not know her intentions. Did she have to say it 

out loud? ” 

 

It was not like her yinyin could not get married! 

 

Why did she have to send herself to her door? 

 

“Xie wanqiu continued, “Let’s not talk about yinyin for now. Let’s talk about other things!” ” 

 

“Okay.”Zhou Xiang nodded. 

 

“Xie wanqiu said, “You know that I hate black the most. Why is your house decorated in black and gray? 

Aren’t you deliberately making things difficult for me? Just because I’m not your biological mother?” ” 

 

“”No, in my heart, you’ve always been my biological mother.”Zhou xiang hurriedly explained, “The style 

of decoration here is my mother…” ” 

 

“Whose mother? Your Mother? When did I let you decorate the house like this? !” 



 

“Before Zhou Xiang could finish her sentence, Xie Wanqiu interrupted her. ” 

 

“Not you. I’m talking about my mother-in-law.” 

 

“Xie wanqiu snorted coldly. “So in your heart, I’m not even comparable to a mother-in-law.” ” 

 

Zhou Xiang’s fate was too good. 

 

“Once she married into the Cen family, she became a rich lady. She had a husband who doted on her, 

and she had five outstanding children. ” 

 

“Most importantly, even the mother-in-law and daughter-in-law were getting along so well. ” 

 

“On the first few days of Zhou Xiang and Cen Haifeng’s marriage, Xie Wanqiu had been hoping that Zhou 

Xiang and the Cen Old Lady would have a feud. After all, this rich family had deep waters. ” 

 

“As long as the Cen family disliked Zhou Xiang, then her biological daughter would have a chance to rise 

to the top. ” 

 

“Unexpectedly, Zhou Xiang was a fool who had dumb luck. The CEN old lady not only did not dislike 

Zhou Xiang, but instead treated Zhou Xiang as her biological daughter. ” 

 

Decades passed like days. 

 

“Gradually, Xie wanqiu also gave up on this idea. ” 

 

“”Mom, it’s not like that…”Zhou Xiang did not know how to explain. ” 

 



“Xie wanqiu continued, “Since it’s not like that, then we’ll completely renovate this manor, according to 

the style that I like.” ” 

 

“”This, I’m afraid that’s not very good.”Zhou Xiang continued, “You should know that I’ve never made 

the decision at home.” ” 

 

“”Since you don’t make the decisions, then I’ll make the decisions for you today!” ” 

 

“Coincidentally, that damned old woman from the Cen family was not at home during this period of 

time. By the time she returned, the renovation had already been completed! ” 

 

Xie Wanqiu’s purpose for coming to the CEN family this time was very simple. 

 

To occupy the mountain and become the king. 

 

“She wanted to let everyone in the Cen family know that in this family, she had weight. ” 

 

She was a man of her word. 

 

Another reason was Zheng Wanyin. 

 

Zheng Wanyin was the favored daughter of the heavens. 

 

This favored daughter of the heavens deserved to be matched with the favored son of the heavens. 

 

“Other than the favored son of the heavens, no one else was worthy of Zheng Wanyin! ” 

 

Xie Wanqiu’s wishful thinking was cracking loudly. 

 

Zhou Xiang felt like his head was about to explode. “This isn’t appropriate.” 



 

“”You’re already calling me mom. What’s not appropriate about this?”Xie wanqiu looked at Zhou Xiang. 

“Don’t tell me that as a mom, I can’t even make decisions for My Daughter?” ” 

 

“Just as Zhou Xiang was in a dilemma, old Mrs. Cen walked in from outside. “When did an outsider like 

you get to make decisions for the Cen Family?” ” 

 

Bai Tang? 

 

Why did this damn old woman come back? 

 

Didn’t she go on a trip? 

 

“When she saw Old Mrs. Cen, Xie Wanqiu narrowed her eyes and immediately changed her expression, 

she smiled and said, “Elder sister, you’re back! You’ve misunderstood. I just suggested that Xiangxiang 

renovate the house. Since you don’t like it, then forget it. I’m just saying anyway.” ” 

 

“The person that old Mrs. Cen hated the most was Xie wanqiu. She said unceremoniously, “I think you’re 

Aristotle’s second aunt. You’re so F * cking troublesome! Why are you still playing the old cucumber 

painting trick in front of me!” ” 
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What did the old cucumber paint green mean? 

 

Pretentious! 

 

“In Old Lady Cen’s view, this Xie Wanqiu was just pretending. ” 

 



“Back then, if it wasn’t for the fact that Zhou Xiang was a good child and virtuous, Old Lady Cen would 

never have married such a person. ” 

 

“Xie wanqiu also couldn’t stand Old Lady Cen. However, the Cen family was powerful and influential. 

Even if she couldn’t stand Old Lady Cen, she couldn’t show it. Not only could she not show it, but she 

had to use her cold face to warm up her butt. Just like now.., “Elder sister, it has been so many years 

since we last met, and you still like to joke around!” ” 

 

“If it were not for Zheng Wanyin, she would not have come to see Bai Tang’s expression. ” 

 

She was an unwavering presence in the Zhou family. 

 

Old Lady Cen Glanced at Xie Wanqiu. “Am I joking? Don’t you know?” 

 

“Xie wanqiu maintained her smiling face and continued, “Elder sister, didn’t I hear from Xiang Xiang that 

you went on a trip? Why didn’t you go on a trip for a while?” ” 

 

“This damn old woman, why did she have to come back at this time. ” 

 

Was she deliberately going against her? 

 

“”I’ve only been out for a few days.”Old Mrs. Cen walked to the side and sat down. “Someone is already 

planning to renovate my house. If I stay out for a while longer, I’m afraid that the entire Cen family will 

have to change their name, right?” ” 

 

“Xie wanqiu smiled apologetically. “Elder sister, I was just saying it casually. Look, you really took it to 

heart!” ” 

 

This sentence was implying that old Mrs. Cen was stingy and calculative. 

 

“She was, after all, the in-laws of the Cen family, Zhou Xiang’s mother. If she were to give her daughter 

some advice, would old Mrs. Cen really be so calculative? ” 



 

“Old Mrs. Cen said, “For someone like you, it’s a pity that you don’t publish a book!” ” 

 

“Xie wanqiu also felt that she was full of talent, but unfortunately, she did not encounter any bole. 

However, she still said humbly, “Elder sister, how can someone like me publish a book? You’re flattering 

me too much!” ” 

 

“”Of course I can publish a book!”Old Mrs. Cen continued, “If you publish a book, ‘how old White Lotus 

was refined’, the sales will definitely be very good!” ” 

 

“Xie wanqiu finally understood the hidden meaning behind old Mrs. Cen’s words, and her expression 

changed. ” 

 

Old Mrs. Cen looked at Zhou Xiang. “Xiang Xiang!” 

 

“Mom.”Zhou Xiang walked to Old Mrs. Cen’s side. 

 

“Old Mrs. Cen continued, “You are now a member of the CEN family. As a member of the CEN family, 

you should straighten your back a little. Don’t let any Tom, Dick, or Harry Step on your head!” ” 

 

“Tom, Dick, or Harry? ” 

 

Bai Tang was alluding to her? 

 

Xie wanqiu narrowed her eyes. 

 

“Of course, Zhou Xiang knew what Old Lady Cen meant, but Xie Wanqiu was still here, so she was in a 

dilemma and couldn’t answer Old Lady Cen’s words ” 

 

She didn’t know when Xie Wanqiu would be able to go back! 

 



“Old Lady Cen looked at Zhou Xiang, somewhat regretful that she didn’t live up to her expectations. ” 

 

“As her daughter-in-law, she was good at everything. ” 

 

But her personality was too soft. 

 

She didn’t have much of a temper. 

 

“Fortunately, her children didn’t follow her. ” 

 

“Otherwise, they would have been bullied to death by Xie wanqiu, the old woman. ” 

 

“In fact, old Mrs. Cen had taken a liking to Zhou Xiang. ” 

 

To marry a good wife. 

 

She was too lazy to deal with the fighting between mother-in-law and daughter-in-law. 

 

“She made the family not like family, mother-in-law and daughter-in-law not like mother-in-law and 

daughter-in-law. ” 

 

“Xie wanqiu looked at Zhou Xiang, her eyes full of resentment. ” 

 

This daughter of hers was indeed a good biological daughter. 

 

“If she were Zhou Xiang’s biological mother today, would Zhou Xiang still be bullied by this old woman 

from the Cen Family? ” 

 

A cat and a dog. 



 

“The Cen family’s old woman had already scolded her like this, but Zhou Xiang was still indifferent, as if 

she did not hear it. ” 

 

Stepmother? 

 

“No matter how good her stepmother was to her, she would not treat her stepmother as a human! ” 

 

“Xie wanqiu narrowed her eyes and continued, “Elder sister, look at what you’re saying. Although our 

Xiangxiang is a kind person, she’s not someone who can be bullied by just anyone!” ” 

 

“That might not be the case.” 

 

“Seeing that the atmosphere between the two of them was getting more and more awkward, Zhou 

Xiang smiled and said to old madam CEN, “Mom, you just got home. You must be tired! Let me help you 

back to your room to rest!” ” 

 

“After saying that, Zhou Xiang looked at Xie wanqiu and said, “Mom, you should go back to your room to 

rest as soon as possible.” ” 

 

“Okay.”Xie wanqiu nodded and walked out of the door. 

 

Look. 

 

The difference between being biological and not biological was revealed again. 

 

“Zhou Xiang was an ungrateful and ungrateful wretch. She raised Zhou Xiang from a teenager to her 

twenties in vain. After raising her for so many years, in the end, Zhou Xiang treated her worse than a 

mother-in-law. Whenever Zhou Xiang put her in his eyes, she would not have helped Old Lady Cen back 

to her room to rest and left her to the side! ” 
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“If it wasn’t for her, Zhou Xiang wouldn’t be where she is today? ” 

 

She was an ingrate. 

 

Xie wanqiu felt a chill in her heart. It was so uncomfortable that she couldn’t breathe. 

 

“Grandma.”Zheng Wanyin walked up the stairs. 

 

“”Yinyin.”Seeing Zheng Wanyin, Xie wanqiu felt much better. ” 

 

“Zheng Wanyin walked over and held Xie Wanqiu’s arm. She said gently, “Grandma, we’ve already 

disturbed second aunt for so long. Should we go back?” ” 

 

Disturbed? 

 

She came to her daughter’s house. How could she be considered to be disturbed! 

 

“Did Zhou Xiang say something in front of you? Did he make you suffer?”Xie wanqiu looked at Zheng 

Wanyin. 

 

“”No, no.”Zheng wanyin smiled and said, “Second aunt is very good to me. Why would she make me 

suffer? I just feel that we’ve already disturbed second aunt for so long. It’s time to go home.” ” 

 

“Xie wanqiu said, “This is my daughter’s house. I can stay here as long as I Want!” ” 

 

“Zheng Wanyin supported Xie wanqiu down the stairs and said in a low voice, “But second aunt already 

has her own family. It’s not good for us to keep disturbing her here. Didn’t you notice a problem?” ” 



 

“What problem?”Xie wanqiu asked. 

 

“Zheng wanyin continued, “Ever since we moved in, cousin didn’t even show his face.” ” 

 

“Xie wanqiu patted Zheng Wanyin’s hand and said with a smile, “I’ve already asked Zhou Xiang. He said 

that Shaoqing is having a meeting overseas and should be back in a few days!” ” 

 

No matter how powerful CEN Shaoqing was. 

 

“Whether or not the CEN family was the number one family in Huaxia, she was still Cen Shaoqing’s 

grandmother. ” 

 

Cen Shaoqing was a junior in front of her! 

 

“Zheng Wanyin nodded. “I see.”After saying that, Zheng wanyin continued, “But grandmother, we’ve 

already stayed at home for a week. Why don’t we wait for cousin to come back and leave? I’m already 

homesick!” ” 

 

“”You Child, How Old Are You? Why are you still homesick? Besides, you’ll get married sooner or later. 

You’ll have to get used to it in advance!” ” 

 

“Zheng Wanyin leaned her head on Xie Wanqiu’s shoulder and began to act coquettishly. “Grandma, I’ll 

never get married in my life! I want to be with you!” ” 

 

Xie wanqiu liked to hear such words. 

 

“She had five granddaughters, but none of the others were as pleasing to her as Zheng Wanyin was. ” 

 

None of the four daughters that Zhou Xiang raised took her seriously. 

 



She had been here for so many days! 

 

“None of the four sisters, Cen Yuying, Cen Yueya, Cen Yueying, and Cen Yuyan, showed up. ” 

 

“As long as she thought of the four of them, Xie Wanqiu’s eyes were filled with disgust. How could they 

be as likable as Zheng Wanyin, her biological granddaughter. ” 

 

“Xie wanqiu continued, “Silly girl! How many girls don’t want to marry?” ” 

 

“Zheng wanyin continued, “I don’t want to. In any case, I don’t want to marry! I just want to accompany 

you!” ” 

 

“”Don’t worry. Grandma will definitely find an excellent husband for you in the capital.”Xie wanqiu 

patted Zheng Wanyin’s head. “My Yinyin either doesn’t want to marry, or she will marry a real dragon 

among men!” ” 

 

“Zheng wanyin joked, “In the entire capital, other than cousin, who else can be called a dragon and 

Phoenix among men?” ” 

 

“”Yinyin has a good eye,”Xie Wanqiu praised. ” 

 

“Zheng wanyin said, “Grandma, don’t joke around. I was just saying it casually.” ” 

 

Xie Wanqiu didn’t say anything. 

 

On the other side. 

 

Zhou Xiang sent old Mrs. Cen to the bedroom. 

 

“Old Mrs. Cen said, “Can’t you be a little tougher in front of your stepmother?” ” 



 

“Zhou Xiang brewed a cup of camel milk for old Mrs. Cen. “She’s still an elder after all, and she’s already 

so old. Even my father can’t do anything to her. As a junior, I can’t Say Anything More!” ” 

 

“Old Mrs. Cen took the cup. “Fortunately, I’m not a wicked old woman. If I were a wicked old woman, 

you would have been tortured to death by me long ago!” ” 

 

“Zhou Xiang held old Mrs. Cen’s arm. “Then, am I not called a fool who has good fortune?” ” 

 

Old Mrs. Cen laughed out loud at Zhou Xiang’s teasing. 

 

“After finishing the camel milk, old Mrs. Cen continued, “I think your stepmother must have come with a 

purpose this time. You have to be careful. Don’t fall into her trap!” ” 

 

“Okay.”Zhou Xiang nodded. 

 

“Old Mrs. Cen continued, “If she bullies you again, get someone to look for me. I’ll support you!” ” 

 

Zhou Xiang continued to nod. 

 

“Old Mrs. Cen continued, “Your stepmother is 15 years younger than me! If I leave in the future, what 

will you do?” ” 

 

“”Mom, what are you talking about!” ” 
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“Old Mrs. Cen smiled and said, “Everyone has to die. Everyone has to experience it. What’s there to be 

afraid of!” ” 

 

“At this point, old Mrs. Cen continued, “Everyone says that good people live a long life. Your stepmother 

has done some wicked things. She definitely won’t live as long as me! Perhaps, I can even send her off!” 

” 

 

Zhou Xiang nodded in agreement. 

 

“Walking out of old Madam Cen’s room, Zhou Xiang was called to Xie Wanqiu’s room. ” 

 

“Zhou Xiang walked over to Xie Wanqiu’s side. “Mom, you called for me.” ” 

 

“Xie wanqiu nodded. “Let me ask you. I’ve been coming to your house for so many days. Why haven’t 

the four girls, Yuying and Yuaya, shown their faces?” ” 

 

“Zhou Xiang said, “I haven’t had the chance to tell them yet!” ” 

 

“Xie wanqiu glanced at Zhou Xiang. “I thought it was because of the four of them, but it turns out it’s 

because of you as a mother!” ” 

 

“Zhou Xiang explained, “Mom, Yuyan is currently living abroad. The second girl, Yuaya, is also on a 

business trip in Paris.” ” 

 

“What about Yuying and Yuying?”Xie wanqiu asked. 

 

“Zhou Xiang said, “I’ll tell them right away.” ” 

 

“Xie wanqiu nodded and continued, “What about Shaoqing’s girlfriend? What’s her name? Ye 

Something?” ” 

 



“”Ye Zao,”Zhou Xiang said. ” 

 

“”Yes, it’s her! Why didn’t she come to see me?”She was Cen Shaoqing’s grandmother. If ye Zao wanted 

to marry into the Cen family, he had to go through her. ” 

 

But Ye Zao was great! 

 

“Up until now, he had not even shown his face. ” 

 

“Zhou Xiang felt a headache coming. “Mom, Shaoqing is not at home right now, so it’s not convenient 

for Zao to come alone. Besides, Zao is quite busy!” ” 

 

“”Busy?”Xie wanqiu looked at Zhou Xiang. “Are you not taking me, your elder, seriously because you’re 

busy?” ” 

 

What was there to be busy about for a girl! 

 

“If a girl was busy, how could a man be busy? ” 

 

“Zhou xiang continued, “Don’t worry. When Shaoqing comes back, he will definitely bring Zao to see 

you.” ” 

 

“Xie Wanqiu was very dissatisfied. “You’re a mother-in-law. Why Can’t you show the courage of a 

mother-in-law? Being controlled by a little girl like this, I think you will be like this for the rest of your 

life!” ” 

 

“Zhou Xiang liked ye Zhuo very much. She could not bear to see Xie wanqiu talk about ye Zhuo like that. 

“Mom, burning is a very good person! Don’t say that!” ” 

 

“”I think you don’t even care about me as your mother anymore!”Xie wanqiu snorted coldly and 

continued, “You can leave First!” ” 

 



“After all, she was not her biological daughter. ” 

 

It was normal for her to not be so considerate. 

 

Zhou Xiang did not say anything more and turned around to walk out. 

 

Xie wanqiu looked at Zhou Xiang’s back and her eyes were filled with darkness. 

 

B * Tch! 

 

Putting on airs as a rich lady in front of her? 

 

“If it was not for her, Zhou Xiang would have died long ago! ” 

 

She did not have the slightest bit of gratitude. 

 

“Second aunt.”Zhou Xiang had just walked to the corner of the stairs when she saw Zheng Wanyin 

walking upstairs with exquisite snacks in her hands. 

 

“”Wanyin, why aren’t you sleeping at this time of Night?”Zhou Xiang asked. ” 

 

“Zheng wanyin smiled and said, “I have nothing to do at home, so I studied the cooking of hibiscus cakes 

online. I just made it and was about to bring it up for you to try.” ” 

 

“The Zheng family was the same as the Zhou family, having a hundred-year-old scholarly pedigree. ” 

 

“Therefore, Zheng Wanyin had been practicing zither, chess, calligraphy, and painting since she was 

young. ” 

 

She had even read ‘virtuous women’and ‘virtuous women’s ring’several times. 



 

“Nowadays, there were very few girls like Zheng Wanyin who followed the virtuous women’s principles. 

” 

 

“Zhou Xiang said in surprise, “You made this yourself?” ” 

 

“”Yes.”Zheng wanyin nodded and handed the tray to Zhou Xiang. “Second aunt, please try it.” ” 

 

“Zhou Xiang picked up a piece of hibiscus cake. It was soft, glutinous, and sweet. It melted in her mouth. 

“It’s not bad.” ” 

 

“After receiving Zhou Xiang’s praise, Zheng Wanyin was very happy. “Try another piece.” ” 

 

Zhou Xiang picked up another piece. “Good! I’m sure you’ll like this too.” 

 

Ye Zao loved desserts the most. 

 

And he didn’t get fat. 

 

This was what Zhou Xiang envied the most. 

 

“Zheng wanyin asked curiously, “Second aunt, are you talking about your future cousin-in-law?” ” 

 

“Yes.”Zhou Xiang nodded. “Your cousin-in-law really likes to eat desserts.” 

 

“Really?”Zheng Wanyin asked. 

 

How many girls nowadays really liked to eat desserts? 

 



Weren’t they afraid of gaining weight? 

 

Many of them were just putting on airs in front of outsiders. 

 

“If ye Zhuo really liked to eat desserts, then it was really not simple. ” 

 

“Yes.” 

 

“Zheng wanyin sighed and said, “I used to think that cousin would really die alone for the rest of his life. 

I didn’t expect that he would be conquered by cousin-in-law. Cousin-in-law must be a very outstanding 

person!” ” 

 

“In the past, Cen Shaoqing ate vegetarian and prayed to Buddha. ” 

 

“Every time he came to the CEN residence, as long as Cen Shaoqing was at home, he would be able to 

hear the music of the ‘Curse of Great Sorrow’in the hall. ” 
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“Furthermore, Cen Shaoqing never ate at the same table as others. ” 

 

His food was also very simple. 

 

It was always green. 

 

“Zheng Wanyin really could not imagine what ye Zao, whom she had never met before, looked like to be 

able to conquer Cen Shaoqing. She also really could not imagine what Cen Shaoqing looked like with a 

girlfriend. ” 



 

“He was still the same as before, like a fairy from heaven? ” 

 

“Zhou Xiang said, “Your cousin-in-law is indeed a very outstanding person.” ” 

 

“Zheng wanyin smiled and said, “I really want to meet cousin-in-law.” ” 

 

“”When your cousin comes back, she will come over.” ” 

 

“Zheng wanyin said in surprise, “Really?” ” 

 

“Yes.” 

 

“Zheng wanyin said excitedly, “That’s great! When cousin-in-law comes over, I will definitely make 

hibiscus cakes for her to eat.” ” 

 

“Zhou Xiang nodded. “Alright, it’s getting late. Wanyin, you should rest early.” ” 

 

“”Okay.”Zheng wanyin continued, “I’ll bring the hibiscus cakes to grandma for her to taste before going 

to bed.” ” 

 

“Hurry up and go.” 

 

… 

 

The next day. 

 

“Early in the morning, Xie wanqiu came to Zheng Wanyin’s room. “Wanyin, accompany me out for a 

walk.” ” 

 



“Zheng Wanyin had just finished washing up. When she heard this, she was stunned for a moment. 

“Grandma, Big Cousin and third cousin will be coming over today.” ” 

 

“Tell them to wait.” 

 

“Xie Wanqiu wanted to go out on purpose because the two sisters, Cen Yuying and Cen Yueying, were 

coming back. ” 

 

Who asked the two sisters to look down on her as a Grandma? 

 

“Zheng Wanyin frowned. “Grandma, isn’t this a little bad?” ” 

 

“”What’s bad about it?”Xie wanqiu frowned. “Yinyin, are you not listening to me now?” ” 

 

“Of course not!” 

 

Xie wanqiu picked up the lady’s bag beside her. “Let’s go then.” 

 

Zheng Wanyin could only follow Xie Wanqiu’s footsteps. 

 

“When they reached the city center, it was past ten in the morning. ” 

 

“Xie wanqiu saw a fortune-teller with a stall by the side of the road. She walked over and said, “Old Sir, 

please help me read my fortune.” ” 

 

“May I know what you want to read?”The fortune-teller asked. 

 

“Xie wanqiu sat down and said, “Life and death.” ” 

 

The fortune-teller handed Xie wanqiu a pen and a piece of paper. 



 

Xie Wanqiu wrote Bai Tang on the paper one stroke at a time. 

 

She wanted to know when the Cen family’s old hag would die. 

 

“As long as the Cen family’s old hag died, no one in the CEN family could stand in her way! ” 

 

Zhou Xiang could not stand up. 

 

Cen Shaoqing was a person who did not care about matters. 

 

“At that time, she would be the head of the Cen family, the old lady. ” 

 

It was a pity. 

 

“All these years, although Old Lady Cen’s body had always been ill, it had never affected her life and 

safety. ” 

 

“Now, not only did old lady Cen’s illness not affect her life and safety, it had even been cured. This made 

Xie wanqiu feel a little uncomfortable! ” 

 

One had to know that Old Lady Cen was already eighty-nine years old this year! 

 

“A person in her eighties, if she still did not die, what was the point of staying in this world? ” 

 

A waste of resources! 

 

A waste of air! 

 



“In a moment, Xie Wanqiu handed the things she had written to the fortune-teller. “Sorry to trouble 

you, Old Sir.” ” 

 

“The fortune-teller took the paper and was silent for a long time. Then, he raised his head to look at Xie 

Wanqiu. “Bai Tong Bai, wood is the wood of longevity. This old lady, the person you want to read is 

already in his eighties, right?” ” 

 

The 80s were also known as the age of the scomber. They referred to the 80-90 year old. 

 

It seemed that this fortune teller was indeed capable! 

 

“Otherwise, he would not have seen through Bai Tang’s true age just because of a name! ” 

 

Good! 

 

This was really great! 

 

“Xie wanqiu smiled and said, “You are right.” ” 

 

“The fortune teller continued, “Don’t worry! This old man that you have read will definitely live for a 

hundred years!” ” 

 

Live to be a hundred years old? 

 

Xie wanqiu was shocked. 

 

What the fortune-teller meant was that Bai Tang could live to be a hundred years old? 

 

“After the New Year, Bai Tang would be ninety years old. In other words, she could live another ten 

years. ” 



 

“Ten years later, she would be over eighty years old! ” 

 

Whether she could live to be a hundred years old was another story! 

 

“Are you sure?”Xie wanqiu held the fortune-teller’s hand tightly. “Are you sure that Bai Tang can live to 

be a hundred years old?” 

 

“Yes.”The fortune-teller nodded. 

 

“Even after she walked out of the fortune-teller’s office, Xie Wanqiu still had a frown on her face. ” 

 

Ten years! 

 

“That damned old woman, Bai Tang, could actually live for another ten years. ” 

 

“”Grandma, What’s Wrong?” ” 

 

“Xie wanqiu said, “Didn’t you hear what the Fortune-teller said just now? That old woman from the Cen 

family can at least live for another ten years!” ” 

 

Xie wanqiu felt terrible. 

 

She thought that she could immediately go to the CEN family and make the decision. Who would have 

thought that the old woman from the Cen family could live for another ten years. 

 

“It was true that good people don’t live long, but evil people live for a thousand years. ” 
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A person like Bai Tang could actually live to a hundred years old! 

 

God was really unfair! 

 

“Zheng wanyin smiled and said, “Grandma, it’s already the 21st century. Why are you still engaging in 

feudal superstition? ! That’s all a lie. If he could really predict the future, wouldn’t he be rich just by 

buying a lottery ticket? Why did he still stay here to set up his stall?” ” 

 

Zheng Wanyin was a highly educated person. 

 

She never believed in these things. 

 

She didn’t believe in fortune-telling either. 

 

“With that said, Xie wanqiu felt a lot better. ” 

 

It was a lie. 

 

That fortune-teller must be lying. 

 

“Just like Zheng Wanyin said, if he was really that good, he could just go and buy the lottery ticket. ” 

 

Why did he have to set up a stall? 

 

Cultured people were different after all. 

 

Their brains were much more flexible than hers. 



 

“”In that case, Bai Tang might not be able to live for a long time?”Xie wanqiu raised her head and asked. 

” 

 

“”People have their own fortunes and misfortunes. No one can guarantee these things,”Zheng Wanyin 

said curiously. “Grandma, who is Bai Tang?” ” 

 

She vaguely remembered that the Cen family’s old lady was surnamed Bai. 

 

“Xie wanqiu said, “She’s a very disgusting person. You Don’t know her.” ” 

 

“”OH.”Zheng Wanyin nodded. “By the way, grandma, it’s getting late. Why Don’t we go back first? Don’t 

let eldest cousin and third cousin wait for us.” ” 

 

“What time is it?”Xie wanqiu asked. 

 

“Eleven.”Zheng Wanyin looked at her watch and answered. 

 

“Xie wanqiu continued, “There’s no rush. Let’s eat first before we go back.” ” 

 

“Since the sisters didn’t take her but grandma, she didn’t need to be polite with them. ” 

 

“Zheng Wanyin opened her mouth and said awkwardly, “Grandma, that’s not good…” ” 

 

“I’m here. You Don’t have to be afraid of them.” 

 

“Zheng wanyin continued, “Second aunt and the others must be waiting for us to go back for dinner.” ” 

 

“Then let them wait!” 

 



“As a junior, what was wrong with waiting for her grandma to Eat? ” 

 

This was what a junior should do! 

 

“Zheng Wanyin could not convince Xie wanqiu, so she could only eat with them. ” 

 

On the other side. 

 

At the CEN residence. 

 

Cen Yuying and Cen Yueying had returned early. 

 

“Cen yueying smiled and said, “What’s wrong, Big Sister? I Was Right!” ” 

 

“CEN yuying said, “Yes, yes, yes. You’re Amazing!” ” 

 

“CEN yueying continued, “You still don’t know who our grandmother is? When we went to her house 

when we were young, I remember clearly how she treated us and how she treated her biological 

daughter.”Cen yueying did not like Xie wanqiu, when they were young, she did not like her. ” 

 

She even resisted. 

 

“She probably felt that children did not have memories. When the four of them went to the Zhou family 

when they were young, Xie wanqiu often rolled her eyes at them and scolded them. ” 

 

“When they were a little older and they entered university, Xie Wanqiu seemed to have changed into a 

different person. ” 

 

She called them three girls and little yueying. 

 



“If people who did not know about this saw it, they would really think that Xie Wanqiu was a great 

grandmother! ” 

 

“Fortunately, the two families did not live together. Otherwise, CEN yueying really could not stand it. ” 

 

She really did not know why her grandfather would like Xie Wanqiu. 

 

“CEN yuying continued, “The old lady is old. It is not easy for her to come to the capital. If she can be 

more tolerant, she should be more tolerant. It is better to be less troublesome.” ” 

 

“Cen yueying glanced at CEN Yuying. “Believe it or not, she must have come here with a belly full of bad 

ideas! She might want to do something evil again!” ” 

 

“”This is the Cen family, not the Zhou family!”Cen Yuying looked at Cen Yueying. “If she wants to do 

something evil, she has to see whether our grandmother agrees or not!” ” 

 

“Cen Yuying knew Zhou Xiang’s character very well, so she directly brought up Old Lady Cen. ” 

 

“Cen yueying smiled and said, “Big sister, you’re right.”Old Lady Cen was not a simple person. How could 

she let Xie Wanqiu do something so easily? ” 

 

“At this moment, Zhou Xiang walked out from the inner room. “The meal is ready. has your 

grandmother not come yet?” ” 

 

“”Yes.”CEN yuying continued to ask, “Where did they go?” ” 

 

Zhou Xiang shook his head. “They went out with Wanyin early in the morning. I’m not sure either.” 

 

CEN yueying stood up from the sofa. “I’m hungry. Why don’t We Eat First!” 

 

Zhou Xiang frowned. “This… This isn’t very good!” 



 

“According to Xie Wanqiu’s character, if everyone did not wait for her to eat, she would definitely be 

unhappy. ” 

 

“There’s nothing bad about it.”Old Mrs. Cen walked in from outside. “The children will eat first if they’re 

hungry!” 
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“Since Old Madam Cen had spoken, Zhou Xiang did not say anything else. “Then let’s go eat first.” ” 

 

The few of them stood up from the sofa and walked in the direction of the dining room. 

 

“When Xie Wanqiu and Zheng Wanyin returned from outside, it was already past two in the afternoon. ” 

 

“Zhou Xiang immediately went up to them. “Mom, Wanyin, have you eaten? If you haven’t eaten, I’ll ask 

the kitchen to save some food for you!” ” 

 

“Zheng wanyin smiled and said, “Second aunt, there’s no need to be busy. Grandma and I have already 

eaten.” ” 

 

Xie wanqiu looked at Zhou Xiang and her expression did not look good. “You guys have already eaten?” 

 

“Yes.”Zhou Xiang nodded. 

 

It’s the other way around! 

 

It’s the other way around! 



 

They did not even wait for their grandma to start eating. 

 

Did this group of people still think highly of her? 

 

“Xie wanqiu put on a fake smile. “Since we’ve already eaten, what’s there to ask! Where’s the eldest and 

third girl?” ” 

 

“”They’re inside,”Zhou Xiang replied. ” 

 

Xie wanqiu brought Zheng Wanyin inside. 

 

“When they saw Xie wanqiu enter, Cen Yuying and CEN yueying immediately stood up to greet her. 

“Grandma, Cousin Wanyin.” ” 

 

“”Eldest cousin, third cousin.”Zheng Wanyin ran over with a smile and greeted Cen Yuying and Cen 

Yueying. “Why didn’t I see second cousin and fourth cousin?” ” 

 

“At the moment, they didn’t know that Cen Yuyan had fallen out with the Cen family. ” 

 

“Ever since Cen Yuyan left the CEN family, she had never contacted her family again. ” 

 

“Cen yuying smiled and said, “They had some matters to attend to and left the country!” ” 

 

“OH.”Zheng Wanyin nodded. 

 

“Cen Yuying hurriedly gestured for Xie Wanqiu to sit down. “Grandma, you must be tired from shopping. 

Quickly sit down and rest.” ” 

 

“Xie wanqiu sat down next to Zheng Wanyin. “Big Lass, third lass, you’ve been quite busy recently?” ” 



 

“Cen Yuying nodded. “Yes, it’s the end of the year. I’m quite busy.” ” 

 

So busy that she didn’t even have time to meet her grandma? 

 

“Moreover, she had already sat down for so long, but she hadn’t heard that the two sisters had 

prepared a gift for her. ” 

 

“She was their grandma. Most importantly, she hadn’t come to the capital for many years. If it was 

someone else’s granddaughter, she would definitely have bought a lot of gifts for Grandma. ” 

 

But what about Cen Yuying and Cen Yueying? 

 

They were empty-handed! 

 

“In their hearts, did they still have a grandmother like him? ” 

 

“The more Xie Wanqiu thought about it, the angrier she got. She stood up and said, “I’m a little tired. I 

want to go upstairs and rest for a while.” ” 

 

“Zheng Wanyin was chatting happily with Cen Yuying when she suddenly heard Xie Wanqiu say that. 

Zheng Wanyin immediately followed suit. “Grandma, I’ll accompany you upstairs.” ” 

 

Xie wanqiu nodded. 

 

The two of them went upstairs together. 

 

“Cen Yueying looked at their backs and muttered softly, “What’s wrong with them!” ” 

 



“They went upstairs, xie wanqiu said indignantly, “It’s fine if they don’t see me as their Grandma! But 

you’re the only cousin among them. They didn’t even bring you a present! Other People’s cousins are 

buying houses and jewelry for their cousins. Look at them! Pui! What are they!” ” 

 

“Zheng Wanyin was her granddaughter that she held in her hands. However, the Cen family did not take 

Zheng Wanyin to heart. ” 

 

Xie Wanqiu wanted to curse out loud. 

 

“However, this was not the Zhou family after all. She could only lower her voice. ” 

 

“Zheng Wanyin held onto Xie Wanqiu’s arm. “Grandma, I’m Fine! Don’t be like this. Eldest cousin and 

third cousin don’t have the obligation to buy things for me!” ” 

 

“”A kind person will be bullied! You’re used to being bullied!”Xie wanqiu placed her hands on her hips. 

“Yinyin, just you wait! Grandma will definitely find a good future for you. A good husband! Let your Cen 

family’s mistress!” ” 

 

Zheng Wanyin covered her mouth in surprise. “Grandma! What nonsense are you spouting!” 

 

“I’m not spouting nonsense!” 

 

Xie wanqiu had been thinking about this matter for a long time. 

 

Zheng Wanyin had to marry into the Cen family! 

 

This could also be considered to make up for the regret that Xie Lingli could not marry into the Cen 

family. 

 

Xie Lingli was Xie Wanqiu’s biological daughter. She had no blood relations with the Zhou family. 

 



And Zheng Wanyin was really Xie Lingli’s daughter. 

 

In the CEN family. 

 

“Zhou Xiang was not in charge. The Cen Old Lady was already very old. Even if she could live for another 

ten years, in ten years, she would only be a pile of dirt. ” 

 

“Once Zheng Wanyin married into the Cen family, then Zheng Wanyin would be the true master of the 

Cen Family! ” 

 

“At that time, she would be the rightful matriarch of the Cen family! ” 

 

“Xie wanqiu continued, “You are not related to Shaoqing by blood, what are you afraid of! Besides, it 

should have been your mother who married into the Cen family that year. It was Zhou Xiang who was 

shameless enough to snatch away your mother’s ideal husband!” ” 

 

“Actually, in the beginning, the matchmaker wanted to set Xie Lingli up with Cen Haifeng. ” 


